
Accurate
Inverse Consistent
Robust Registration

This robust, inverse consistent registration method:

• is designed for motion correction, longitudinal 
(within subject) registration and initialization of non-
linear warps.

• outperforms common state-of-the-art registration 
tools in several tests.

• maintains high accuracy and robustness in the 
presence of noise, outlier regions and intensity 
differences.

• has been successfully applied for several 
registration tasks in our lab e.g. for longitudinal 
processing.

• is freely available within the FreeSurfer package as 
the mri_robust_register tool.
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In order to accurately study disease effects or disease-
modifying therapies using computational anatomy, 
anatomical change needs to be quantified in medical 
images. Since the object of interest is usually located 
differently in each  acquired image, geometric 
transformations are necessary to register the input images 
into a common space. A highly accurate registration is 
desirable for motion correction of images taken in the 
same session, across time in longitudinal studies or 
simply to initialize non-linear warps. 

This work describes a method based on robust statistics to 
register images in the presence of differences, such as jaw 
movement, differential MR distortions and atrophy. Our 
approach guarantees inverse consistency (symmetry) and 
can deal with different intensity scales. The resulting 
registrations are highly accurate and show superior 
robustness with respect to noise, intensity scaling and 
outliers when compared to state-of-the-art registration tools 
such as FLIRT (in FSL) or the coregistration tool in SPM.

B ac kg round1

graphic goes here

Figure 1: Longitudinal tumor data registered to time 1 (the blurry red 
overlay marks the outlier regions, which are ignored in the registration)
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To analyze the performance of different registration tools 
the RMS deviation of two transformations (Jenkinson 
1999) is used to quantify the error of a computed 
transformation with respect to some ground truth 
transformation. It is the average displacement of voxels 
within a sphere of radius 100mm at the center.

Population:

 For the following tests we use a set of 14 healthy subjects 
each with two scans 14 days apart. The images are T1-
weighted MPRAGE full head scans (Siemens Sonata 
1.5T) and are resampled to 256 cubed voxels each with 
1mm side length. 

Registration Methods:

• FLIRT (Jenkinson 2002) from the FSL suite (Smith 2004) 
using different cost functions: least squares (FLIRT-LS), 
correlation ratio (FLIRT-CR), and mutual information 
(FLIRT-MI)

• SPM: rigid registration tool from the SPM software 
(Ashburner 1999) based on (Collignon 1995). 

• Robust is the presented method, also with intensity 
scaling (Robust-I) and subsampling on the highest 
resolution (Robust-I-SS).  Additionally we compare  to our 
implementation with the standard least squares (LS) error 
function.

Inverse Consistency:

Synthetic Tests:

Authentic Tests:

Figure 5: Performance of 
different methods on test-
retest scans, with 
respect to SPM skull 
stripped brain registration 
(norm). The brain-only 
registrations are very 
similar, while our method 
shows better performance 
when registering the 
original (orig) or 
normalized (T1) full head 
images.

Figure 3 : Inverse 
consistency of different 
methods on original (orig), 
intensity normalized (T1) 
and skull stripped (norm) 
images. Our algorithm (LS 
and Robust) shows nearly 
perfect symmetry (worst 
case RMS < 0.02) while 
the other methods 
produce several 
alignments with RMS 
errors > 0.1.

Figure 4: Synthetic test 
with known ground truth 
transformation (50mm 
translation, 25 degree 
rotation). The proposed 
robust method together 
with SPM perform best  
even with noise (σ=10), 
outlier data (80 boxes, 30 
cubed) and intensity 
scaling (±5%). SPM fails 
for larger motion (not 
shown).

M ethod2

• This robust registration method, inspired by Nestares and 
Heeger (2000), ignores outlier regions, i.e. differences 
that are not due to geometric transformation changes, by 
replacing the least squares error function with the Tukey’s-
Biweight function that flattens out for larger errors:

• Additionally, our method is inverse consistent, necessary 
to keep the registration unbiased. This is achieved by:

• a symmetric displacement model:

• resampling both source and target to an unbiased half-
way space in intermediate steps (matrix square root)

• Furthermore, we allow different transformation models 
(12 DOF: affine, 6 DOF: rigid, plus an optional symmetric 
intensity scaling parameter). 
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Figure 2: Parabola and 
Tukey’s Biweight  (TB) 
function, which is 
insensitive to outliers. 
Both functions behave 
similarly around zero, 
but the robust TB 
function flattens out for 
larger errors. limiting 
their influence. Outlier 
voxels in the image are 
detected and iteratively 
filtered out.

Inaccurate Alignment Example:

Motion Correction:
Figure 7: Motion 
correction (full head 
registration and averaging 
of same session scans to 
increase SNR).  The sum of 
squared errors  (SSE) only 
in brain voxels is computed 
and then compared to the 
SSE of Robust-I. The 
Robust methods perform 
significantly better. The FSL 
and LS method produce 
lower SSE  only in a single 
instance (neg. black circle).  

Figure 6: Inaccurate 
registration using FLIRT with 
mutual information (left) and 
accurate robust registration 
(right). The top row shows the 
difference image after 
registration and resampling of 
the source to the target. The 
bottom row shows the target 
(red) and overlayed source 
(green). Inaccurate alignment 
is highlighted by the read and 
green edges.
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